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This paper is entirely concerned with the construction of morphological operators on spaces of grey-level 
functions. The approach adopted here is to represent a function by a sequence of threshold sets and to 
transform this sequence into another one. This can be done by applying the same set operator at any level: 
the resulting operator is called a flat operator. But one may also apply a different set operator at each level. 
Or alternatively, one can transform the threshold sets recursively, using the outcome at a certain grey-level for 
the computation at the next level. 
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1. Introduction 
Originally, mathematical morphology has been developped for binary images, the main ingredi-
ents being set theoretical concepts such as set union, set intersection, and set complement, and 
derived notions like Minkowski addition and subtraction. There are several ways to extend binary 
morphology to spaces of grey-level functions. A first approach is to represent a function by its 
umbra, the points on and below the graph of the function. This approach has been chosen by many 
researchers, see e.g., [2,4,20,21]. Some of the pitfalls of the umbra approach have been pointed 
out by Ronse in [15]. In this paper we shall follow a different route and represent a function 
by a (decreasing) family of sets, the so-called threshold sets. Any procedure which transforms a 
decreasing family of sets into another decreasing family gives rise to a morphological operator for 
grey-level functions. In this paper we shall describe some of such procedures. An important class 
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of grey-level operators is obtained by applying the same set operator at any threshold level. An 
operator obtained in such a manner is called a flat operator. 
To a large extent, mathematical morphology is concerned with morphological operators (or 
transformations), which transform an image into another one and which have certain properties. 
A main feature of morphological operators is that they somehow (in a sense which can be made 
precise) interfere with the underlying order structure of the lattice which represents the images 
under study. This observation has recently led to a generalization of mathematical morphology to 
complete lattices. This generalization was initiated by Serra (see [18]) and has been worked out 
further by Ronse and the author in [7,16]. In Sections 2 and 3 we will briefly recall some of the 
notions which we need in the sequel. Section 2 is devoted to complete lattices and Section 3 to 
binary morphology. In Section 4 we give a precise description of the relation between a function and 
its threshold sets. Grey-level dilations and erosions_!orm the topic of Section 5; among others we 
present a complete characterization of grey-level dilations and erosions which are invariant under 
spatial translations. Here we also discuss annular openings for grey-level functions. Section 6 is 
entirely devoted to fiat operators. In a.joint paper with Serra [8] we have studied the problem under 
what conditions iteration of a morphological operator yields an operator which is idempotent. In 
Section 7 we recall some of the results obtained there and specialize them to the space of grey-level 
function. Finally, in Section 8 we indicate by means of two or three examples some other ways to 
build grey-level operators 
Throughout this paper we assume that the underlying grey-level set is finite. Thus we avoid 
some of the technical problems which arise if the grey-level set is continuous: see [6]. On the other 
hand, it complicates the definition of grey-level dilations and erosions with structuring elements 
which are not flat. An account of these problems is given in Section 5. 
2. Complete lattices 
In this section we briefly recall some basic notions concerning complete lattices. For a comprehen-
sive exposition we refer to the excellent monograph of Birkhoff [1]. 
A partially ordered set £, is called a complete lattice if any subset 1i of £, has a least upper 
bound, called the supremum of 1i, and a greatest lower bound, called the infimum. The supremum 
and infimum are denoted by V 1i and /\ 1i respectively. The supremum and infimum of the entire 
lattice £ are called the greatest and least element of£, and denoted by I and 0 respectively. The 
supremum and infimum of the empty set are defined to be 0 and I respectively. 
Example 2.1. Complete lattices 
(a) The set Ill consisting of the real numbers and ±oo becomes a complete lattice under the usual 
order. In this case 0 = -oo and I= oo. 
(b) Let E be an arbitrary non-empty set. The power set P(E) consisting of all subsets of 
E ordered by set inclusion is a complete lattice, set union being the supremum and set 
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intersection the infimum. Here I = E and 0 = 0. This lattice can be used to represent the 
binary images. E is sometimes called the support space. 
( c) In this paper, grey-level images will be represented as functions mapping an underlying space 
E (e.g. lR, d or Zl d) into some set of grey-levels g. For the moment we assume only that 
g is a complete lattice. By Fun( E; Q) we denote the space of all functions mapping E into 
(J. Under the pointwise ordering, F :$ G if F(x) :$ G(x) for every x EE, this set becomes 
a complete lattice, and the supremum (infimum) of a collection of functions is obtained by 
taking the pointwise supremum (infimum) in the lattice Q. In this paper we assume, unless 
stated otherwise explicitly, that g is an equal-spaced finite subset of lR,, say g = {O, 1, ... , N}. 
The lattice £ is called distributive if for all X, Y, Z E £ we have 
XV (Y /\ Z) =(XV Y) /\(XV Z) 
X /\ (Y V Z) = (X /\ Y) V (X /\ Z). 
If, in addition, for any X E £ there exists an element X* such that XV X* =I and X AX* = 0, 
then £ is called a Boolean lattice. The element X* is called the dual or complement of X. 
The lattice P( E) of Example 2.l(b) is Boolean; here the complement of an element X E P( E) 
coincides with the usual set complement. The complete lattice Fun(E; Q) is Boolean if and only if 
the underlying lattice g is Boolean. It is distributive if and only if g is distributive, which is e.g. 
the case if g = {O, 1, ... , N}. 
As we already noticed in the introduction, the design and investigation of morphological 
operators is one of the major tasks of the "mathematical morphologist". In fact, the present paper 
will be entirely devoted to this task. Therefore we now consider operators between two complete 
lattices £ 1 , £ 2 . Here we shall mainly restrict ourselves to increasing operators: an operator 7/J : 
£1 ---+ £2 is said to be increasing if X :$ Y implies that 7/y(X) :$ 7/J(Y) for all X, Y E £1. 
Throughout this paper we use the adjective "increasing (decreasing)" in the sense of "nondecreasing 
(nonincreasing)". Obviously, the set of all increasing operators between £ 1 and £2 is a complete 
lattice under the pointwise ordering: <P :$ 7/J if <P( X) :$ 7/J( X) for every X E £ 1 . The operator 7/J is 
called a dilation if 7/J acts distributively over suprema, that is, 7/J(V iEI Xi) = V iEI 7/J(Xi), for every 
collection Xi E £ 1 , i E I. The dual concept is called an erosion: the operator 7/J is an erosion 
if 7/J(/\iEI Xi) = /\iEI 7/y(Xi) for every collection X; E £1, i E I. In this paper dilations will be 
denoted by 8 or~ and erosions with£ or E (and with d and e respectively if the underlying lattice 
has the interpretation of a grey-level set: see Example 2.2 below). Dilation and erosion always 
occur in pairs (called adjunctions) in the following sense: to every erosion £ : £ 1 ---+ £ 2 there 
corresponds a unique dilation /5 : £2 -> £ 1, called the adjoint of c:. The converse also holds. The 
pair ( £, 15) is called an adjunction between £ 1 and £ 2 • If £ is identically I and 8 is identically 0, 
then (£, 15) is called the trivial adjunction. 
The following properties hold for any adjunction ( £, b') between £ 1 and £ 2 • 
e b' and £ are increasing operators 
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o 6(0) = 0 and c(I) =I 
e 6(X2)::; X1 if and only if X2 ::; c(Xi), for X1 E £1 and X2 E £2 
o 6(X2) = /\{X1 E £1 I X2::; c(X1)}, X2 E £2 
o c(X1) = V{X2 E £2 I 6(X2)::; Xi}, X1 E £1 
o 6c6 = 6 
@ die= c. 
For some further results concerning adjunctions we refer to [3,7,18]. We now present an example 
which we will use in Section 5. 
Example 2.2. Adjunctions on {O, 1, ... , N} 
Consider the complete lattice {O, 1, ... , N}. A mapping d : {O, 1, ... , N} --.. {O, 1, ... , N} is a 
dilation if and only if d(O) = 0 and d is increasing. The corresponding erosion e is given by 
e( n) = max{ m I d( m) ::; n }. Two examples are depicted in Figure 1. 
7 7 
6 6 
5 5 
4 4 
3 3 
2 2 ml = e(t) 
1 1 
0 • =d(t) 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(a) (b) 
FIGURE 1. Two adjunctions (e, d) on g = {O, 1, ."".., 7}: see Example 2.2. 
Thee and din Figure l(b) are prototype examples of a truncated grey-level translation where 
0 and N are "absorbing boundaries" for d and e respectively. For further explanation concerning 
this example we refer the reader to Section 5 where such grey-level adjunctions play an important 
role. 
Of special interest to us is the case £ 1 = £ 2 = .C. We denote the identity operator, that is the 
operator which maps any element of .C onto itself, by id. The operator 1/J : £ --.. .C is said to be 
(anti-) extensive if 1/J ~ id ( 1/J ::; id). The operator 1/J is called idempotent if 1/;2 = 1/J. If 1/J is 
increasing and idempotent then 1/J is called a filter. An (anti-) extensive filter is called a closing 
(opening). From the last two properties of adjunctions mentioned above it follows immediately 
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that Eb is a dosing on £ 2 and that fit: is an opening on £ 1 if ( E, 8) is an adjunction between £1 
and £2. 
We conclude this section with a more or less trivial observation, but which nevertheless turns out 
to be very useful. If£ is a complete lattice with partial order ~ then the set £ with the opposite 
order 2: is called the dual (or opposite) lattice of£ and is denoted by£'. So to every definition, 
property, and statement concerning complete lattices or operators between complete lattices there 
does exist a dual counterpart obtained by considering the dual lattice(s). In this way one can 
for instance interrelate dilations and erosions, closings and openings, extensive and anti-extensive 
operators, etc. In this paper we will repeatedly use this duality principle without mentioning this 
explicitly. 
3. Binary morphology 
Originally, mathematical morphology was developed for binary images and extended to grey-level 
images afterwards. In this paper we will identify a binary image with a subset of the underlying 
support space E: in the continuous case we have E = IR d whereas in the discrete case E = 71.d. 
Now the space of binary images can be identified with the power set P(E) which is a complete 
lattice: cfr. Example 2.l(b). In this paper we shall call any operator on P(E) a set operator. If 
X is a subset of E and h an arbitrary vector in Ethen we define Xh := {x + h I x EX}. The 
translation operator X--+ Xh defines an automorphism on P(E) and can in fact be considered as 
one of the most fundamental morphological operators. In many applications one is only interested 
in operators 'i/J on P( E) which are translation-invariant, that is, 
Two well-known translation-invariant increasing operatots are the Minkowski addition EB and sub-
traction 8 with some fixed element A ~ E, called the structuring element, which are respectively 
given by 
XEB A= LJ Xa 
a EA 
X8A= n X-a· 
a EA 
In mathematical morphology, the operator X --+ X EB A is called dilation by A and X --+ X 8 A is 
called erosion by A. This nomenclature is in accordance with the terminology introduced in the 
previous section. Note in particular that both operators are increasing. For any operator 'i/J on the 
Boolean lattice P(E) we can define its dual 'i/J* given by 
'i/J*(X) := ('i/J(X*))*. 
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If 1/J is increasing then so is 1/J*. By taking the dual a dilation becomes an erosion, etc. A straight-
forward, yet rather important result due to Matheron [14] says that any increasing translation-
invariant operator on P(E) can be decomposed as a union of erosions, or dually, as an intersection 
of dilations. We refer to [7] for a generalization of this result to complete lattices. In Section 5 we 
shall formulate a similar representation theorem for function operators. 
Composition of dilation and erosion yields the opening and closing, depending on the order 
in which they are applied. The closing by A is given by 
and the opening by A is 
xA = (XeA)EBA. 
This section is not to be considered as an overview of binary morphology. Rather its principal 
goal is to recall some of the notions which have been treated elsewhere (mainly in [17 ,18]) in much 
greater detail, and which we will use in the forthcoming sections. Two of these notions will be 
discussed below. The first is the annular opening, a particular kind of opening on binary images 
introduced by Serra in [18, Section 5.4], and generalized to grey-level functions by Ronse and the 
author in [16]. Secondly, we will present a short (and incomplete) overview of the so-called geodesic 
operators introduced by Lantuejoul and Bencher in [10]. 
Let A be a symmetric structuring element (that is, h E A if and only if -h E A) which does not 
contain the origin. Then the operator a(X) = X n (X EB A) defines an opening. The proof of 
this result, which is r_ather straightforward, can be found in (18, Section 5.4]. The action of this 
opening differs from the openings which one usually finds in mathematical morphology. It is not 
so much the size and shape of a particle which decides if it is removed by application of a but 
rather the presence or absence of particles in its environment. Usually A has an annular shape 
whence the name 'annular opening'. In [16] the annular opening has been extende to grey-level 
functions: there the resulting operator was invariant under grey-level translations. In Section 5 
we shall discuss a further generalization dropping the grey-level translation-invariance: in fact, we 
cannot allow grey-level translations because our grey-level set is assumed to be finite and therefore 
not closed under translation. For completeness we note that for any symmetric structuring element 
A, the mapping X--+ XU (X 8 A) defines a closing, which we might call the annular dosing. 
An important class of operators are the so-called geodesic operators. These operators are sometimes 
used to measure certain topological or metrical features of an object. Furthermore they can be 
applied to find markers required for the segmentation of an image: we refer to [10] for an overview 
of geodesic methods in mathematical morphology. Here we only discuss some basic geodesic 
operators. Essentially, one speaks of a geodesic operator if the underlying support space is not the 
entire space IRd or ll.d but only some (usually bounded) subset of it: we call this subset the mask 
and denote it by M. 
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In what follows we shall restrict to the discrete space Zl. d; for the continuous space IR d the 
definitons are analogous. Suppose that we have defined some adjacency relation on zz.d (e.g. 4-
or 8-adjacency on Zl.2 ), and that dis a digital distance function on this space. The latter means 
that for every x, y, z E zz.d: 
d(x,x) = 0 
d(x,y) = d(y,x) 
d(x, z) ~ d(x, y) + d(y, z). 
A sequence x = xo,x1 ,x2 , ••• ,xn =yin zz.d is called a path between x and y if Xi and Xi+l are 
adjacent for i = 0, 1, ... , n - 1. The lenght of the path is defined to be I;7;; d(xi, Xi+1 ). Now let 
M be a mask in zz.d. The geodesic distance dM(x, y) between two points x, y E Mis defined as 
the minimum possible length of a path in M connecting x and y. If x and y lie in two distinct 
connected components of M then their geodesic distance is oo. 
26 
23 
20 
24 22 24 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 
21 19 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 
18 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 
38 43 46 49 
II 48 51 . , 
• 
50 53 
+-x ill ?:J 53 55 
54 
• 
58 
57 59 Dl 
60 62 64 R 69 72 75 
63 65 67 69 1W t~;.:m 74 77 
66 68 70 72 74 . 
y" 
FIGURE 2. Geodesic distance in Zl.2in the case of 8-adjacency. The distance mask used 
is depicted at tlle rigllt-hand-side. The geodesic distance between x and y is 76. One of 
the geodesic shortest paths between x and y is drawn. The region in shaded grey is the 
geodesic ball with center x and radius 15. 
The geodesic ball BM(x,r) with radius r;::: 0 and center x EM is defined as 
BM(x,r) = {y EM I dM(x,y) ~ r}, 
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see Figure 2. The geodesic dilation with radius r of a subset X ~Mis defined as 
6r(X IM)= LJ BM(x, r) = {y EM I dM(x, y) ~ r for some x EM}, (3.1) 
xex 
and similarly, the geodesic erosion with radius r is given by 
cr(X IM)= {x EM I BM(x,r) ~ X}. (3.2) 
Note that the geodesic dilation and erosion considered as operators from P(M) into itself form an 
adjunction. 
(a) 
FIGURE 3. Geodesic operators. (a) The structuring element A. (b) The mask M 
(white pixels) and the set X (black pixels). (c) The geodesic dilation 62(X I M); here 
61 ( X I M) = ( X E9 A) n M. ( d) The geodesic erosion c2 ( X I M). ( e) The reconstruction 
p(X IM). 
Sometimes both adjacency and distance are characterized by the same symmetric structuring 
element A in the following sense: x and y are adjacent if and only if x E Ay , or equivalently, 
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y E Ax, and in that case d(x,y) = 1. Now, for any pair x,y (x f. y) we have d(x,y) = inf{n ~ 0 I 
x - y EA EB A EB •.. EB A (n terms)} and d(x,x) = 0. In that case we have 
o1(X IM)= (X EB A) n M, 
and 15r is obtained by r-fold application of 81, i.e., 15r = 81 o ... o 81 ( r terms). The corresponding 
erosion is given by 
£ 1 (X IM)= ((Xu Mc) e A) n M, 
and c;r = c;1 o ... o c;1 ( r terms). In Figure 3( c ),( d) we have depicted the geodesic dilation and 
erosion of the set X relative to the mask M both depiceted in (b ), and where A is the 3 x 3-square 
depicted in (a). Note that or(X IM) is increasing with respect tor. We define the reconstruction 
operator p by 
p(X IM)= u or(X IM). (3.3) 
An example has been depicted in Figure 3( e ). 
4. From sets to functions 
As we already indicated, we shall only consider finite grey-level sets throughout this paper. So 
let g = {O, 1, ... , N} and denote by Fun( E) the complete lattice of all functions mapping E into 
{0,1, ... ,N}: see also Example 2.l(c). The range of F, written Ran(F), is defined to be the set 
F( x) where x takes values in E. Though Fun( R) does not define a Boolean lattice, we can still 
define a mapping F - F* which has some of the properties of the complement in a Boolean lattice, 
namely: 
F*(x) = N - F(x), x EE. (4.1) 
The operator F - F* is called a dual automorphism: it is a bijection and maps suprema onto 
infima and vice versa. A function which only takes the values 0 and t for some fixed t = 0, 1, ... , N 
is called a flat function. 
For every t = 0, 1, ... , N we define the threshold set Xt(F) of Fas 
Xt(F) = {x EE I F(x) ~ t}. (4.2) 
Obviously, Xo(F) =E. The collection of threshold sets of a function Fis decreasing with respect 
to t: this property is called the stacking property by some authors [13,22]. To every decreasing 
family of sets {Xt}f:o with X 0 = E there corresponds a unique function F with Xt(F) = Xt. This 
function is given by 
F(x) = max{t = 0, 1, ... , NI x E Xt}· 
We sometimes identify a set X with its characteristic function, i.e., the function which takes the 
value 1 on X and 0 outside X. Using this convention we can write 
N 
F= LXt. 
t=l 
10 
0 
FIGURE 4. Threshold set 
X (F) 
t~ 
Let Fi E Fun(E) for every i in the index set I. Then the following identities hold. 
iEI iEI 
Xt(f\ Fi)= n Xt(Fi)· 
iEI iEI 
(4.3) 
( 4.4) 
In particular these id~ntities give us that the operator Xt : Fun(E)---+ P(E) is both an erosion and 
a dilation. The operator Ft: P(E)---+ Fun(E) given by 
xEX 
x (j. x, (4.5) 
is the adjoint of Xt: the pair (Xt,Ft) forms an adjunctionbetween Fun(E) and P(E). Furthermore 
it is obvious that Xt is a dilation. Finally one easily checks that Ft is distributive over nonempty 
intersections. 
In this paper we are mainly concerned with operators on the complete lattice of grey-level functions. 
We call such operators function operators. A set operator can be considered as a function operator 
with grey-level set {O, 1 }. Throughout this paper we shall as much as possible denote set operators 
by lower case Greek symbols such as ,,P, </>, and function operators by upper case Greek symbols 
such as W, ~. If W is a function operator then we define its dual w* by 
-W*(F) = (-W(F*))*. 
Finally we define the horizontal (or spatial) translation on Fun( E) by 
Fh(x) = F(x - h), x EE. 
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The function operator qi is called an H-operator if qi is invariant under horizontal translations, 
i.e., 
for FE Fun(E) and h EE. 
5. Grey-level dilations and erosions 
In Example 2.2 we have seen that d is a dilation on the complete lattice {O, 1, ... , N} if d is 
increasing, and d(O) = 0. The dual erosion is then given by the expression e(n) = max{m I 
d( m) ~ n }. Such mappings become important if one wants to give a complete characterization 
of the adjunctions on Fun(E) which are invariant nnder horizontal translations, the so-called H-
adjunctions. The following result was first proved in [7]. 
Proposition 5.1. The pair(£, .6.) is an H-adjunction on Fun(E) if and only if for every h E E 
there exists an adjunction (eh, dh) on {O, 1, ... , N} such that 
.6.(F)(x) = V dh(F(x - h)) (5.1) 
hEE 
E(F)(x) = /\ eh(F(x + h)), (5.2) 
hEE 
for every F E Fun( E). 
PROOF. The reader can easily verify that (£,.6.) given by (5.1)-(5.2) forms indeed an adjunction. 
Here we only show that every dilation is of the form (5.1). Thereto we define for x E E and 
t = 0, 1, ... , N the function fx,t which takes the value t at the point x and 0 elsewhere. We define 
dh(t) = .6.(fo,t)(h). It is clear that dh(O) = 0 (since 6.(Q) = 0) and that dh is increasing in t. So 
dh is a dilation on {O, 1, ... , N}. Now we use that every function F can be written as 
F = v fy,F(y)' 
yEE 
Then, by the translation-invariance and the fact that .6. is distributive over suprema we get 
.6.(F)(x) = .6.( V fy,F(y))(x) = V .6.(fo,F(y))(x - y) 
yEE yEE 
= V dx-y(F(y)) = V dh(F(x - h)), 
yEE hEE 
where we have substituted h = x - y. This completes the proof. 
I 
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If the grey-level set were not finite, but the entire set 71., the set of all integers including ±oo, 
the same result would still hold, and then we could choose dh(t) = t + G(h) and eh(t) = t - G(h), 
with G some arbitrary 71.-valued function. In that case (5.1) and (5.2) would reduce to the following 
well-known expressions: 
Ll(F)(x) = V [F(x - h) + G(h)] 
hEE 
l'(F)(x) = f\ [F(x + h) - G(h)]. 
hEE 
These operators are also invariant under vertical translations, that is, .6.( F + v) = .6.( F) + v, for 
every FE Fun(E) and v E 71., and the same property holds for£. Here (F + v)(x) = F(x) + v. 
It is tempting to extend the grey-level dilation and erosion given above to the case where 
the grey-level set is finite, just by truncating those values which lie outside {O, 1, ... , N}. As we 
already noted in [6] such an approach does lead to :wrong results: cfr also Section 4 of [15]. We 
shall illustrate this by means of an example. We define for s, t E 71., 
{ 
0, ifs+ t < 0 
ls+tJ := s+t, if s+t E {0,1, ... ,N} 
N, ifs+ t > N, 
and let Ls - t J := ls + (-t)J. The operator lie given by 
lia(F)(x) := V LF(x - h) + G(h)J (5.3) 
hEdom(G) 
defines a dilation in the sense that it distributes over suprema (liF(O) f: ('.), however). Similarly 
we define the operator fa by 
Ea(F)(x) := f\ lF(x+h)-G(h)J. (5.4) 
hEdom(G) 
Obviously, Ea is distributive over infima. But as the example depicted in Figure 5 shows, Ea is 
not the adjoint of lie. 
Note that in (5.3) and (5.4) supremum and infimum is not taken over all h E E but only over 
some subset dom(G), the so-called domain of G. In fact both case are equivalent: we can always 
extend G to the whole set Eby putting G(h) = -oo for h outside dom(G). 
The difficulties noted above can be "solved" by assigning a different status to the minimum and 
maximum grey-level. They are in fact to be treated as "absorbing barriers": if some function has 
the value 0 at certain points, then a grey-level translation in positive direction cannot change this 
value. Similarly a grey-level translation in negative direction cannot change the value of a function 
at points where it takes the value N. To formalize these ideas we introduce the operations + and 
_:_ on {O, 1, ... , N}. For v E 71. we define the operation t-+ t + v on {O, 1, ... , N} as follows: 
{ 
0 + v = 0, for every v 
t + v = 0, if t > 0 and t + v ~ 0 
t + v = t + v, if t > 0 and 0 ~ t + v ~ N 
t + v = N, if t > 0 and t + v > N. 
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FIGURE 5. (a) The structuring function G, (b) the function F, and its transforms (c) 
.'.ia(F) and (d) tatla(F). Here Lia and ta are given by (5.3) and (5.4) respectively. 
Since&a.'.ia(F) "/:. F, thepair(Ea,.'.ia) does not form an adjunction 
Similarly we define the operation t -+ t ..'... v on {O, 1, ... , N} by 
{ 
t ..'... v = 0, if t < N and t - v ;:; 0 
t ~ v = t - v, if t < N and 0 ::::;; t - v :s; N 
t - v = N, if t < N and t - v > N 
N ..'... v = N, for every v. 
We emphasize that the operation + is not commutative: s + t needs not be equal to t + s. In 
particular, 0 + t = 0 whereas t + 0 = t for any t = 0, 1, ... , N. An important relation between the 
operations + and ..'... is captured by the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.2. Let d(t) = t+v and e(t) = t..'...v, for some v E 'll.. Then (e,d) defines an adjunction 
on {0,1, ... ,N}. 
The proof is straightforward. An example of such an adjunction with N = 7 and v = 2 is 
depicted in Figure l(b ). Combining this result with Proposition 5.1 we obtain a class of grey-level 
adjunctions (l'a,.tla) (invariant under horizontal translations) which preserve as much as possible 
invariance under grey-level translations. Let for any h E E the adjunction (eh, dh) be of the form 
described by Lemma 5.2, that is dh(t) = t + G(h) and eh(t) = t ..'... G(h). Here G is an arbitrary 
function with values in "ll... Note that (eh,dh) is the trivial adjunction if and only if G(h)::; -N. 
We define the domain of G, dom(G), as the set of h EE for which G(h) > -N. Let .6.c and £a 
be given by 
tla(F)(x) =(FEB G)(x) := V (F(x - h) + G(h)) (5.5) 
hEdom(G) 
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Ca(F)(x) = (F 8 G)(x) := f\ (F(x + h)..:.. G(h)) (5.6) 
hEdom(G) 
Figure 6 depicts the dilation and erosion given by (5.3)-(5.4) and the dilation and erosion given 
by (5.5)-(5.6). The dual automorphism F -t F"' yields a duality relation between Ila and Ca. 
To describe this we need some definitions. Recall that for every function F E Fun(E) we have 
defined F"' by F"'(x) = N - F(x). For any grey-level t = 0, 1, ... , N we define the complementary 
grey-level t"' by t"' = N - t. One can easily check that for every t = 0, 1, ... , N and v E Z, 
( t"' + v )* = t ..:.. v' (5.7) 
For any structuring function G with domain dom(G) we define the reflected structuring function 
G as the structuring function with domain <lorn( G) = {-x I x E dam( G)}, and G( x) = G( -x) 
for x E dom(G). 
Proposition 5.3. For every FE Fun(E) and every structuring function G the following duality 
relations hold: 
(F"'4G)* = FSG 
( F"' 8 G)* = F 4 G. 
PROOF. We only prove the first relation. 
(F* 4 G)*(x) = ( V F*(x - h) + G(h)]"' = f\ [F"'(x - h) + G(h)]"' 
hEdom(a) hEdom(a) 
f\ [F(x - h)..:.. G(h)] = f\ (F(x + h) _:_ G(h)] = (F 8 G)(x). 
hEdom(a) 
This proves the result. 
hEdom(G) 
For any F E Fun( E) and v E ?l we define F + v and F _:_ v by 
(F + v)(x) = F(x) + v, 
(F..:_ v)(x) = F(x) ~ v, 
for x E E. One sees immediately that the dilation Ila satisfies 
fla(F + v) = fla(F) + v 
for FE Fun(E) and v ~ 0, if and only if G is nonnegative on E. In that case E:a satisfies 
&a(F _:_ v) = E:a(F) ..:_ v. 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
In [6, Proposition 11.3] we have also proved the converse: let fl be a H-dilation on Fun(E) which 
satisfies (5.8), then there exists a nonnegative function G with dom(G) ~ E such that fl = Ila. 
An analogous result holds for erosions. Moreover, we have shown in [6) that any H-operator on 
Fun(E) which satisfies this kind of grey-level translation invariance can be obtained as an infimum 
of dilations of the form F4G. For completeness we shall give the precise formulation of this result, 
which can be regarded as a generalization of Matheron's representation theorem for translation 
invariant set operators: see [14] 
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Proposition 5.4. Let w : Fun(E)-+ Fun(E) be an H-operator which satisfies w(O) = 0 and 
(5.10) 
for F E Fun( E) and v 2:: 0. Then W can be written as a infimum of dilations of the form FEB G. 
Similarly, if w : Fun( E) -+ Fun( E) is an H-operator with w(I) = I and 
W ( F ...:.. v) = W( F) ...:.. v (5.11) 
for FE Fun(E) and v 2:: O, then W can be written as a supremum of erosions of the form F...:.. G. 
In Section 3 we have briefly discussed annular openings for the binary case. A complete characteri-
zation of annular openings on the lattice of grey-level functions can be found in [16, Section 3). We 
recall the main results obtained there. Let g be the infinite grey-level set 7l.. or IR, and let flo be 
the dilation given by .6.a( F)( x) = V hEdom( G) [ F( x - h) + G( h)], where G is a structuring function 
with domain dom(G): here dom(G) is the set of all x for which G(x) > -oo. Then id/\ flo is an 
(annular) opening if 
(i) dom(G) is symmetric, i.e., h E dom(G) if and only if -h E dom(G) 
(ii) G(h) + G(-h) 2:: 0 for every h E dom(G). 
Below we shall extend this result for the case where the grey-level set is {O, 1, ... , N}. 
Proposition 5.5. Let dh be a dilation on {O, 1, ... , N} for every h E E, and let the dilation 
fl be given by (5.1 ). Then id /\ fl defines an opening on Fun( E) if for every h E E one of the 
following assertions is true 
(i) dh and d-h are identically zero 
(ii) d_h 0 dh 2:: id. 
PROOF. First we observe that any dilation d on {O, 1, .. ., N} has the property that d( s /\ t) = 
d( s) /\ d( t) for s, t = 0, 1, ... , N. We must show that the operator id /\ fl is idempotent. Then, 
since id/\fl is anti-extensive, it is an opening. Evidently,""(id/\tl)2 :::::; id/\fl. To prove the converse, 
it sufices to show that fl(id /\ fl) 2:: id/\ fl, since then (id/\ fl) 2 =id/\ fl /\ fl(id /\ fl) 2:: id/\ fl. 
We define H = {h EE I dh is not identically O}. Let FE Fun(E) and x EE. Then 
fl(id /\ tl)(F)(x) = V dh( V [dh1(F(x - h - h')) /\ F(x - h)]) 
hEH h'EH 
hEHh'EH 
(choose h' = -h) 2:: V [dhd-h(F(x)) /\ dh(F(x - h))] 
hEH 
2:: V [F(x) /\ dh(F(x - h))] = F(x) /\ tl(F)(x). 
hEH 
This completes the proof. 
I 
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(b) (c) 
FIG u RE 6. Comparison of the dilations f).a and Ila and the erosions Ea and fa. The 
grey-level set is {O, 1, ... , 7} and the structuring function is the function with domain 
the3x3-square {(i,j) I -1::; Iii, Iii::; 1} and valuesG(O,O) = 2 and G(l,O) = G(l,1) = 
... =G(l,-1)=0. 
(a) The original Jmage F, (b) the dilation f).a(F), (c) the dilation Zla(F), (d) the 
erosion £a(F), (e) the erosion fa(F), (f) the "opening" Zlafa(F). (g) The difference 
ZlaEa(F) - F is not identically zero, and therefore Zlata is not an opening. 
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Consider the dilation f).a given by (5.5), that is, dh(t) = t + G(h). then the assumptions on 
dh are satisfied if and only if 
(i) dom( G) is symmetric 
(ii) G(h) ~ 0 for h E dom(G). 
Suppose namely that G(h) < 0 for some h E dom(G). Take t = min{-G(h),N}. Then 
d-h(dh(t)) = (t + G(h)) + G(-h) = O + G(-h) = O £ t, 
hence the condition (ii) in the proposition above is not satisfied. The annular opening given by 
Proposition 5.5 is non-trivial (:f: id) if and only if 0 '/. dom(G). 
In the forthcoming sections we will explain in detail several ways to extend set operators to function 
operators, in accordance with the title of this paper. Here we shall pay some attention to the reverse 
step. We will show that the grey-level dilation F EB G can be decomposed into binary dilations. 
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Thereto we need the threshold sets of the functions F and G. The decomposition given here is 
inspired by the threshold decomposition of grey-level dilations described by Shih and Mitchell in 
[19]. However, our algorithm slightly differs from the one they give. 
We first prove our main results, and we will illustrate them afterwards by means of a (one-
dimensional) example. 
Proposition 5.6. Let G be a structuring function which takes values between -N and N on 
its domain dom(G). Then, for any FE Fun(E) and x EE we have 
N 
(FEB G)(x) = v [?=(Xi(F) EB Xj(G))(x) + j], 
-N5_35_N i=l 
(5.12) 
and also 
N 
(FeG)(x)= /\ [2:(Xi(F)8Xj(G))(x)_:_j]. 
-N5_j5_N i=l 
(5.13) 
PROOF. We only prove the second identity. The proof of the first one follows by similar arguments. 
We "only" have to show that for every t = 0, 1, ... , N application of Xt to the left- and right-hand-
side of (5.13) yields the same result. We use that fort= 0, 1, ... , N, v E "ll. and FE Fun(E), 
(5.14) 
Namely, F(x) _:_ v 2: t if and only if F(x) 2: t + v by the fact that t-+ t _:_ v and t-+ t + v form 
an adjunction. We denote the expression which we get by applying Xt to the right-hand-side of 
(5.13) by Xt. We must show that Xt = Xt(F 8 G). Using the fact that Xt is distributive over 
infima (see ( 4.4 )), and the identity (5.14) above, we get t~at 
N N 
Xt = n Xt(L(Xi(F)8Xj(G)) _:_j) 
j=-N i=l 
N N 
= jDN Xt+j (~(Xi(F) 8 Xj(G))). 
Now we use that for any collection of sets (or alternatively, characteristic functions) H 1 2: H 2 2: 
... 2: HN and any t 2: 0 
N 
Xt(:L Hi)= flt. 
i=l 
Thus we get that 
N N 
Xt = n ( Xt+i(F) 8 Xi(G)) = n n [Xt+i(F)]-h 
j=-N i=-NhE~(0 
N 
= n n Xt+j(F-h) = n Xt+G(h)(F-h) 
j=-N hEdom(G), G(h)~j hEdom(G) 
n Xt(F-h_:_G(h))=Xt( f\ F_h_:_G(h)) 
hEdom( G) hEdom( G) 
= Xt(F 8 G). 
This proves the result. 
F=00132411200 
F4=00000100000 
F3 = 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
F2 = 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
Fi = 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
F4EB G.1=00001110000 
F3 EB G.1 = 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
F2 EB G.1 = 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
F1 EB G.1 = 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1" 1 0 
+ -'I = 0 0 2 2 3 3 3 1 1 i 0 
G = 1 2 -1 
G2 = 0 1 0 
G1=1 i 0 
Go= 1 1 0 
G.1= 1 1 1 
F4 E9 G1=0 0 0 0 1100 0 0 0 
F3 Ea G1 = 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
F2 Ea G1 = 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 
Fi Ea Gi"'= 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
+1 =02445523300 
supremum 
I 
Fe G=02455533410 
F 4 EB G2 = 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
F3 E9 G2 = 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
F2 EB G2 = 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
F1 EB G2 = 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
+2=00354533400 
FIGURE 7. Threshold decomposition of a one-dimensional grey-level dilation 
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This result has some important practical implications. Let G be an arbitrary structuring 
function with domain dom(G). In practice, dom(G) will be contained in some small neighbourhood 
of the origin. Let Gj := Xj(G), j = -N, ... , N be the corresponding binary structuring elements. 
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Note that Gj ~ dom(G). For any function F E Fun(E) we denote by Fi the threshold sets of 
F, that is Fi = Xi(F). Now, for any j, we must compute the binary dilations F1 6J Gj,H ffi 
Gh ... ,FN ffi Gj. These binary operations can be implemented in parallel. Next we compute the 
function 
for every j = -N, . .. , N, and finally take the supremum over all outcomes. Nate that in practical 
cases the number of grey-levels in G will be rather small, ususally much smaller than 2N + 1, the 
maximum number possible. In Figure 7 we have worked out a particular one-dimensional case in 
detail. 
6. Flat operators 
The contents of this section will form a major justification for the title of this paper. Namely, we 
shall explain here how any increasing set operator (that is, an operator acting on binary images) 
can be extended to the space of grey-level functions Fun(E). In the previous section we have 
given a complete characterization of grey-level dilations (and erosions) invariant under horizontal 
translations. An important subclass is formed by the dilations with a flat structuring function G, 
i.e., a function G which takes the value 0 on dom(G). Defining the structuring set Ac= dom(G), 
we get that 
(6.1) 
hEAa hEAa 
These expressions are analogous to the Minkowski addition and subtraction for sets. In fact, 
FEB G and F 8 G are 'extensions of respectively the set dilation X -+ X ffi Ac and the set erosion 
X -+ X 8 Ac to the space of grey-level functions. The main goal of this section is to show that 
(and how) any increasing set operator can be extended to the space Fun(E). 
Let 'I/; be an increasing operator on P( E). We define the function operator W : Fun( E) -+ 
Fun(E) by ~ 
W(F)(x) = max{t = 0,1, ... ,N Ix E 'l/;(Xt(F))}. (6.2) 
H the set at the right-hand-side is empty, that is, x <f. 'l/;(E), then we put W(F)(x) = 0, which is in 
accordance with the convention that the mau-ximum of the empty set is 0. We call 'I/; the generator 
of \JI. Note that, if W is generated by 'I/;, then \ll(O) = 0 if and only if 'l/;(0) = 0, and w(I) =I if 
and only if 'l/;(E) =E. 
We can reformulate (6.2) by considering 'l/;(Xt(F)) as a Boolean function, 
N 
w(F) = L 'l/;(Xt(F)). (6.3) 
t=I 
Here we have used that any increasing operator preserves the stacking property, that is, the 
property that the threshold sets of a function decrease if t increases. For that reason, function 
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operators which are generated by an increasing set operator are sometimes called stack filters in 
the literature [22]. We shall not use this nomenclature (in fact, we reserve the term ''filter" for 
increasing operators which are idempotent). Instead we shall call any function operator generated 
by a set operator flat. In this terminology, the operator F -+ F EB G on Fun( E) given by ( 6.1) is 
called a flat dilation. 
A justification for the adjective "flat" is given by our next result which says that a flat 
operator maps a flat function (a function which can attain at most two different values, namely 0 
and t) onto a flat function (with the same t-value). Recall from ( 4.5) that for every set X, Ft(X) 
is the function which is t on X and 0 elsewhere. 
Propositon 6.1. Let '1! be a flat function increasing operator generated by the set operator ,,P, 
and assume that 7/;(0) = 0. Then 
fort= 0,1, ... ,N and X E P(E). 
PROOF. We use that 
\l!(Ft(X)) = Ft(,,P(X)), 
s 5: t 
s > t. 
For t = 0 the assertion is obvious. Now let t ?: 1, then 
N 
\l!(Ft(X)) = L ,,P(Xs(Ft(X))) = L ,,P(X) = Ft(7/J(X)), 
s=l s=l 
which proves the result. 
I 
Another way to express the relation between a flat operator \[! and its generator ,,P is the following: 
Xt('1!(F)) = ,,P(Xt(F)), t = 1, ... , N. (6.4) 
Note that for t = 0 this identity is false if ,,P(E) f:: E. One can easily show that any flat operator 
'1! has a unique generator ,,P given by 
(6.5) 
for t = 1, ... , N (the outcome being independent oft). 
One of the main features of a flat operator is the fact that it commutes with any grey-level 
transformation which preserves the ordering. 
Proposition 6.2. Let '1! be a flat increasing operator and assume that h is an increasing 
mapping from {O, 1, ... , N} into itself. Assume furthermore that 
(i) \l!(I) =I if h(O) > 0 
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(ii) '11(0) = 0 if h(N) < N. Then 
'1ioh=ho'11. 
The proof of this result can be found in (6]. A similar result has been proved by Janowitz in 
[9]. Here we mention two important consequences of this result: if '1i is flat then 
'1i ( F + v) = '1i ( F) + v 
w ( F ..:.. v) = '1i ( F) ..:.. v, 
for any function F and any v 2:': 0. If w(I) = I and '11(0) = 0 then the result also holds for 
negative v. 
Another consequence of Proposition 6.2 is the property that application of a fiat operator '!! 
on a grey-level function does not introduce extra grey-levels. To make this precise we define the 
range of a function F by Ran(F) = {F(x) Ix EE}, that is the set of all grey-levels attained by F. 
Proposition 6.3. Let '!! be a flat increasing operator with 'l!(O) = 0 and '1i(I) =I, then 
Ran('1i(F)) <;; Ran(F), 
for any FE Fun(E). 
For a proof we refer again to [6]. 
We conclude this section with a number of elementary result concerning flat operators which 
have been proved in [6]. 
Proposition 6.4. Let '!!, '1i 1 , '1i 2 and '!! i ( i E I) be flat increasing operators with generators 
'1/J, 'lf;1, 1/J2 and '1/Ji ( i E J) respectively. 
(a) 'lf;1:::; 1/J2 if and <?nly if'l!1:::; '!!2. 
(b) '!! 2 o '1i 1 is a flat operator with generator 'lj;2 o 'ljJ1 . 
( c) V iEI '1i i and /\iEI '1i i are flat opers with generators V iEI 'lj;i and /\iEI '1/Ji respectively. 
(d) '11* is a flat operator with generator '1/J*. 
PROOF. By means of illustration we present a proof of the last statement. We use relation (6.3) 
and the observation that Xt(F*) = (XN-t+I(F))". Now 
N N N L '1/J*(Xt(F)) = L ['lf;(Xt(F)*] * = L [1 - '1/J(XN-t+1(F*))] 
t=::l t=l t=l 
N N 
= N - L 'lf;(XN-t+1(F*)) = N - I: 'lf;(Xt(F*)) 
t=l t=l 
= N - '1i(F*) = '1i*(F). 
This proves the result. 
I 
From this result one may conclude that a flat operator '1i inherits all kind of properties from 
its generator '1jJ such as idempotence and (anti-) extensivity. If, e.g., 'ljJ is an opening then 1Ii is an 
opening as well. The following result has also been proved in [6]. 
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Proposition 6.5. Let ( l', D.) be an adjunction on Fun( E) and assume that at least one of the 
two operators l', .6.. is flat. Then both operators are flat. If€ and 8 are the generators of£ and D. 
respectively, then ( €, 8) defines an adjunction on P( E). 
As we already mentioned in Section 3, every translation-invariant increasing set operator can 
be decomposed as a union of erosions, or alternatively, as an intersection of dilations. Combining 
this fact with Proposition 6.5 and Proposition 6.4( c) we arrive at the following result. 
Proposition 6.6. Every flat increasing H-operator on Fun(E) can be decomposed as a supre-
mum of flat H-erosions, or, alternatively, as an infimum of flat H-dilations. 
7. Continuity, iteration, and idempotence 
A major issue in mathematical morphology is the theory of morphological filtering. Recall that an 
increasing operator 'ljJ on the complete lattice is called a morphological filter if 'ljJ is idempotent. 
In [8] we have shown that under certain restrictions iteration of a morphological operator 
yields one which is idempotent: see also [5,16]. In this section we shall recall some of the results 
obtained in [8] and see how they apply to fiat operators on the space Fun(E). 
Let [, be a complete lattice. For a sequence Xn in [, we define 
liminf Xn = V j\ Xn 
N?,1 n?_N 
limsupXn = j\ V Xn. 
N?,1 n?_N 
It is clear that 
liminf Xn ::; lim sup Xn. 
If equality holds then we say that Xn (order-) converges to X and we denote this as Xn -+ X. 
If Xn is decreasing and X = /\n?.l Xn then we write X"li 1 X. Similarly, if Xn is increasing and 
X = V n?.l Xn then we write Xn i X. One easily shows that Xn 1 X or Xn i X implies that 
Xn-+X. 
It is straightforward to find explicit expressions for the lim sup and lim inf in the lattice 
9 = {O, 1, ... , N} of grey-levels. Namely, let tn be a sequence in g. Then 
limsuptn = max{t I tn = t for infinitely many t} 
liminf tn = min{t I tn = t for infinitely many t}. 
In particular, tn -+ t if tn = t eventually. We can use these facts to characterize order convergence 
on the complete lattice Fun(E). It follows immediately that the lim sup and liminf in Fun(E) are 
obtained by taking the pointwise lim sup and liminf in {O, 1, ... , N}. To be precise, 
(limsupFn)(x) =limsupFn(x) 
(liminf Fn)(x) = liminf Fn(x), 
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for any sequence Fn in Fun(E) and x E E. Furthermore, Fn --+ F if and only if Fn(x) = F(x) 
eventually, for every x E E. Note that lim sup and liminf interchange by going from £ to the 
opposite lattice £1. 
Using the notion of order-convergence we can define (semi-) continuity for an operator 'ljJ 
between two complete lattices. 
Definition 7.1. Let £ 1, £ 2 be two (possibly identical) complete lattices and let 'ljJ : £1 --+ £2 
be an arbitrary operator. We say that 'ljJ is !-continuous if Xn--+ X implies that limsup'ljJ(Xn):::; 
7/J(X), and that 'ljJ is i-continuous if Xn --+ X implies that 7/J(X) :::; liminf 'ljJ(Xn)· If 'ljJ is both i-
and !-continuous, that is, Xn --+ X implies that 'ljJ(Xn) --+ 'ljJ(X), then we say that 'ljJ is (order-) 
continuous. 
Note that if 'ljJ: £ 1 --+ £ 2 is !-continuous, then 'ljJ is i-continuous as a mapping between the opposite 
lattices £1 and £2. 
For increasing operators one can derive an alternative characterization of j- and !-continuity 
which turns out to be very useful in practice. For a proof we refer to [8). Since 1- and j-continuity 
form dual notions we shall henceforth restrict ourselves to !-continuity. 
Proposition 7 .2. Tlie increasing operator 'ljJ is !-continuous if and only if X n l X implies that 
7/J(Xn) l 7/J(X). 
This result and its counterpart for j-continuous operators implies immediately that every dilation, 
by the fact that it is distributive over suprema, is j-continuous, and that every erosion is !-
continuous. The operator Xt : Fun(E) --+ P(E) is continuous for every t 2: 0: this follows 
immediately from ( 4.3)-( 4.4 ). From this property the following result is easily verified. 
Proposition 7.3. Let '1! be a flat function operator generated by the set operator 'ljJ. Then '1! is 
!-continuous (i-continuous, continuous) if and only if'ljJ is !-continuous (i-continuous, continuous). 
The next result shows that (semi-) continuity is a proper~ty which is preserved under taking infima 
and suprema and sometimes under composition. 
Proposition 7 .4. Consider the complete lattice Fun( E). 
(a) Every (finite or infinite) infimum of !-continuous operators is !-continuous. 
(b) A finite sup rem um of !-continuous operators is !-continuous. 
(c) Composition of increasing !-continuous operators is !-continuous. 
PROOF. (a): Let '1!i be !-continuous for i EI, and assume that Fn--> F. Then 
limsup[f\ 'l!(Fn)] = f\ V f\ W;(Fn) 
iEI N~l n~N iEI 
~ f\ f\ V '1!;(Fn) 
N~I iEln~N 
iEI iEI 
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whence it follows that /\;El ili i is !-continuous. 
(b): Let 'lii,W2, ... ,WP be !-continuous, and define W = Vf=1 W;. We must show that '11' is!-
continuous. Let Fn-+ F and let x E E. We are done if we can show that w(Fn)(x) ~ w(F)(x) 
eventually. But this follows immediately from the fact that '\lii(Fn)(x) ~ '\lii(F)(x) eventually, for 
every i = 1, ... ,p. 
( c ): Follows immediately from Proposition 7.2. 
I 
Corollary 7.5. Let H be a finite subset of E and assume that (eh,dh) is an adjunction on 
{O, 1, ... , N} for every h E H. Then the dilation ~ and the erosion £ given by 
~(F)(x) = V dh(F(x - h)) 
hEH 
f(F)(x) = /\ eh(F(x + h)) 
hEH 
are both continuous. 
PROOF. We only prove that ~ is continuous. The other result follows by a duality argument. 
Obviously, like every dilation, ~is j-continuous. To prove !-continuity we show that the operator 
F-+ dh(Fh) is !-continuous. Then the assertion follows from Proposition 7.4(b) (note that ~(F) = 
V hEH dh(Fh)). Since translation F-+ Fh is continuous, because of Proposition 7.4(c) it remains 
to show that F-+ dh(F) is !-continuous. But this is obvious, and therefore the proof is complete. 
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The dilation and erosion in this corollary are typical examples of what we shall call finite operators. 
In [8] we have defined and characterized finite operators in the binary case. We shall extend some 
of the results obtained there to the space of grey-level functions. Before that we give a precise 
definition we introduce some further notation. Let FE Fun(E) and M ~ E, then we define FIM 
as the restriction of F to M, i.e., the function which is .FJ x) on M and 0 elsewhere. 
Definition 7.6. Let for every h EE, M(h) be a subset of E. The function operator w is said 
to be finite with mask M if for every h E E and every set N with M ( h) ~ N we have 
'\li(F)(h) = '\li(FIN)(h), 
for every function F. 
Proposition 7.7. Every finite operator on Fun(E) is continuous. 
PROOF. Suppose that the function operator W is finite. Let Fn -+ F. We must prove that 
\lf(Fn)-+ ili(F), that is, for every x EE, '\li(Fn)(x) = ili(F)(x) eventually. We fix x EE and define 
M := M(x). Then ili(Fn)(x) = w(FnlM)(x). From Fn-+ F and the fact that Mis finite it follows 
immediately that FnlM = FIM eventually, say for n ~ N. So 
ili(Fn)(x) = w(FnlM)(x) = ili(FIM)(x) = w(F)(x) 
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for n ~ N. This finishes the proof. 
I 
In [8] it is explained in detail how one can build idempotent operators, in particular mor-
phological filters, by iteration of an arbitrary one. It turns out that, along with some assumption 
which guarantees convergence of the sequence of iterates (e.g extensivity or anti-extensivity of 
the operator under consideration), !- or j-continuity is sufficient to guarantee idempotence of the 
outcome. Let us quote here one of the results obtained in [8] for openings and closings. Although 
in our formulation we restrict to the image space Fun(E) the result holds on any complete lattice 
c. 
FIGURE 8. Iteration of the anti-extensive operator µ A id. The first object is the 
original image X. The filled squares in the second object represent µ( X) n X, the open 
squares represent the points which have disappeared after the last iteration. The last 
but one object is(µ A id)00 (X), the median opening of X, and the last object compares 
the original image X with its median opening. 
Proposition 7 .8. Let W be an increasing operator on Fun( E). 
(a) If W:::; id and w is !-continuous, then w00 := /\n?..l wn is an opening. 
(b) Ifw ~id and w is i-continuous, then w00 := Vn?..l wn is a closing. 
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PROOF. We only prove (a). Since w ~ id, the sequence wn is decreasing, whence it follows that 
wn(F) l W00 (F) for every F E Fun(E). It is clear that W00 ~ id, and it remains to show that 
w00 is idempotent. We need only check that ww 00 = w00 , since then wnw 00 = W00 and hence 
W00 W00 = W00 • By the 1-continuity of W we get that 
wwoo = w( /\ wn) = /\ wn+l = w=, 
n:?;l n:?;l 
which is what we needed to show. 
I 
The procedure is best illustrated by an example. We restrict to the binary case because there 
the changes at each iteration are the most obvious. Recall that the median transform µ(X) of a 
discrete binary image X ~ 'll.. 2 contains all points x~ 'll..2 such that Ax n X contains at least five 
elements: here A is the 3 X 3-square centered at the origin. Obviously, µ is a finite operator and 
therefore continuous. Since µ is neither extensive nor anti-extensive we iterate the anti-extensive 
operatorµ/\ id. The operator(µ/\ id)00 is an opening called the median opening: see Figure 8. 
8. Other construction of function operators 
In Section 6 we have seen that every increasing set operator '1jJ generates an increasing function 
operator W. This function operator is called a flat operator. The main idea behind this construction 
is the observation that for every function F, '1/J(Xt(F)), t = 1, ... , N forms a decreasing sequence 
of sets and hence corresponds with a function whose threshold sets are precisely '1/J(Xt(F)). 
This argument remains valid if we do not apply the same set operator '1jJ at any level t, but 
allow that '1jJ depends on t. In order to have that the resulting sequence is decreasing again, we 
must assume that the set operators '1/Jt involved are decreasing with respect to t, that is, 
'1/Jt ~ '1/J s if t 2: s. 
It follows as before that that to any decreasing sequence of increasing set operators '1/Jt there 
corresponds a unique increasing function operator W given by 
N 
w(F) =I: '1/Jt(Xt(F)), 
t=l 
or alternatively, 
w(F)(x) = max{t = 0, 1, ... , NI x E '1/Jt(Xt(F))}. 
Some theoretical results related to this construction have been discussed in [6]. Here we shall only 
consider an example. 
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FIGURE 9. Geodesic dilation and reconstruction of a grey-level image. (a) Original im-
age (b) mask image (c) geodesic dilation, 20 iterations (d) geodesic dilation, 75 iterations 
( e) reconstruction. 
Example 8.1. Geodesic dilation for grey-level images. 
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In Section 3 we have defined geodesic operators for binary images. As a special case we have 
mentioned the geodesic dilation with mask M and structuring element A given by 
fi(X IM)= (XEBA)nM. 
We can easily extend this definition for grey-level images. Let H be the mask function and let A 
be a flat structuring element. We define the geodesic dilation ~(- I H) by 
~(FI H) = (FEB A)/\ H, 
where F ::;; H. One can easily see that this dilation is generated by a sequence of set operators 'l/Jt· 
Namely, if Mt= Xt(H), then 
Xt(~(F I H)) = Xt((F EB A)/\ H) = Xt(F EB A) n Xt(H) 
= [Xt(F) EB A] n Xt(H) = [Xt(F) EB A] n Mt 
= fi(Xt(F) I Mt)• 
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So if we define 1/Jt(X) = 6(X I Mt), then 
N 
tl.(F I H) = L 1/Jt(Xt(F)) 
t=l 
for any function F ~H. The reconstruction of F with respect to His defined as 
'R(F I H) = V tl.r(F I H). 
r~l 
In Figure 9 one can find an example. 
Another way to define function operators will be illustrated by means of two examples. Here the 
threshold sets of the transformed image are defined recursively, starting at the bottom level t = 1 
or at the top level t = N. We give an example of bath cases. 
Let 1/J: P(E) x P(E) ~ P(E) be a set operator which is increasing in both its variables X, Y. 
Let FE Fun(E) be given and define Xt = Xt(F). We define the sets yt recursively as 
Yo =E 
yt = 1/J(Xt,Yt-1), t = 1,2, .. ~,N. 
We show by induction that Yt is a decreasing sequence of sets. Obviously, Y1 ~Yo. Now suppose 
that Yt ~ Yt-1· Then, since Xt+I ~ Xt and since 1/J is increasing, 
We define '1i'(F) as the function with threshold sets Yt. Then '1l defines an increasing function 
operator on Fun(E). In the figure below we have taken 1/J(X, Y) = X n a(Y), where a is the 
opening with the 3 x 3-square. Then the operator r which results from the construction above 
is also an opening. From the fact that Xt(f(F)) ~ a(Xt(F)) ~ Xt(F) it follows that r is anti-
extensive. So it remains to show that r is idempotent. ·Let F E Fun(E) and let Xt, Yt, Zt be the 
threshold sets of F, f(F), f 2(F) respectively, then X 0 =Yo = Z0 =E. Suppose that Ya = Z8 for 
s ~ t. Then 
Zt+i = Yt+i n a(Zt) = Xt+i n a(Yt) n a(Yt) = Yt+i· 
Hence yt = Zt for every t, and therefore f(F) = r 2 (F). 
This operator may be useful if the number of grey-levels N is small. One can show that 
.A(F) ~ f(F) ~ .A(F) + 1. 
Here .A is the extension of a to Fun(E). Namely, by induction one shows that a(Xt(F)) ~ Yt = 
Xt(f(F)), whence it follows that .A(F) ~ f(F). On the other hand suppose that f(F)(x) = t > 0. 
Then x E Xt(f(F)) = Xt(F) n a(Xt-i(f(F))), hence x E a(Xt-i(F) = Xt- 1(.A(F)) and we 
conclude that .A( F)( x) ~ t - 1. This proves the second estimate. 
FIGURE 10. Recursive upward construction of the opening A. (a) Original image F 
(b) opening f(F) (c) opening A(F). 
In Figure 10 we apply the operator A to an image with only four grey-levels. 
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We present a second example which illustrates the general idea, but this time we start the processing 
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at the top level N. Recall that p(Y I X) denotes the reconstruction of Y within X. Let F E Fun( E) 
and Xt = Xt(F). Assume that m is the maximum grey-level attained by F. We define Yt as the 
empty set fort> m, and 
Yt = p(Yt+1 I Xt), t < m. 
It is obvious that Yt+l ~ Yt ~ Xt, and hence the function B(:F) which has threshold sets Yi satisfies 
B(:F) :::; :F. Again it is not difficult to prove that B defines an opening on Fun(E). To show this, 
define Xt, Yi, Zt as the threshold sets of F,B(:F),BE(:F) respectively. We must show that Yi= Zt 
for every t. Obviously this is true for t ~ m. Suppose that Ya = Z8 for s ~ t + 1. We show that 
Yi= Zt. 
Zt = p(Zt+t I Yi)= p(Yi+i I Yi) 
= p(Yi+i I p(Yt+l I -&_)) = p(Yt+l I Xt) 
= yt. 
The one but last equality follows easily from the fact that p(Yt+l I Xt) consists of those points 
x E Xt which are connected through some finite path with a pointy E Yt+t: hence , if x E p(Yt+l I 
Xi) then also x E p(Yi+i I p(Yt+l I Xt)) (the converse is trivial). 
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